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“The ability
to securely
identify users
and determine
the content to
which they have
access has been
a critical part of
online scholarly
publishing for
decades.”

The Basics Behind NISO’s
ESPReSSO Recommendation

I

n October 2011, the National Information Standards Organization (NISO) published a
new Recommended Practice titled ESPReSSO: Establishing Suggested Practices Regarding
Single Sign-On. The document examines the current state of how library/institutional
users are gaining access to protected content and explores some practical solutions
for implementing single sign-on (SSO) technologies to provide a seamless experience for
institutional users.
The ability to securely identify users (authentication) and determine
the content to which they have access (authorization) has been a
critical part of online scholarly publishing for decades. While
the method of authorizing a user’s access is dependent
on the hosting platform, the traditional methods
for authenticating users are fairly standard.

The Problem
The most prevalent method of user
authentication throughout the last decade
was IP address–based authentication. This
method uses the reported IP address of the
computer accessing the site; authentication is
successful if the IP address is associated with a
known institution by the hosting platform.
IP authentication has served its purpose
and continues to be useful today. However,
people access sites differently these days, and
IP authentication is having trouble keeping
up. Since it is tied to the specific computer
accessing the site, IP authentication can fail
in two ways. The first is that it doesn’t know
who is using the computer; for instance, it fails
to work correctly if access should be granted to
a faculty member but not a student. The second is
/
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from the editor

Joanna Gillette, Marketing

Do You Follow Me?
Hello, my name is Joanna and I’m a
pinner. Admitting an addiction is the
first step to getting help, right? While I
can’t really cop to being a social media
junkie (my 87-year-old grandmother
was on Facebook before me), I do have
a few guilty pleasures in the social
media sphere. I’ve grudgingly
accepted that social
media is ubiquitous,
even pervasive in my
private life, but to
be honest, I’m still
grappling with its
presence in my
professional life.
Maybe you share
my reticence for
social media, or maybe

you’re a social media maven. Either way,
I hope you’ll enjoy our On Your Market
article, “Interested in Pinterest? Answers to
a Few Key Questions.” You may think this
particular social media outlet isn’t for your
organization, but it is worth your time to
consider how you might leverage the tool
to broaden your outreach.
Of course, there are
emerging social
media outlets that
are expressly
designed for
scholarly publishing.
FigShare is one
such endeavor.
Our Techonovations
article, “Figshare:
Making Science Social,”

provides an introduction to this intriguing
new tool.
Ben Silbermann, founder of Pinterest
said, “The promise of technology is
this idea that no matter where you are,
where you come from, what you’ve done,
your impact can be magnified all over
the world.” I see this as a double-edged
promise. We have to take care to craft the
image we want to present to the world.
One thing is for sure, the potential impact
of an organization’s social media presence
is no trivial matter.
What's on your mind? We’re interested in
your feedback about the newsletter and
ideas you have for future articles. Please
e-mail comments, suggestions, or ideas to
frontmatter@allenpress.com. 
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The Basics Behind NISO’s ESPReSSO Recommendation

To compound the authentication issue,
there are many other standard methods of
authentication that are in use today but no
consistency in how they are implemented.
There are many different ways to authenticate
users, each of them arising in response to a
specific situation. A solution is built to connect
a grad student on location in Bolivia to her
university library. A solution is built to connect
a library system with ten separate libraries
through one subscription. Another is built to
connect two websites so that a member does
not have to log in twice.
NISO documents a fair bit of this history in
ESPReSSO—it is very interesting reading.
All this complexity creates a problem for the
institutions; they need to be able to interact with
a multitude of content providers, all of whom
have different requirements for gaining access
to restricted content. It also creates a problem
for content providers; they need to present and
support multiple authentication mechanisms and a
coherent user interface that doesn’t confuse users.
This is compounded when a publisher decides
to tie several disparate systems together
under a common authentication method. In
response to a greater Web trend set by the likes
of OpenID, Facebook, and others, publishers
set out to consolidate their peer review,
production tracking, member services, and
online content sites under one login process.
The problem is that those systems likely all
require different methods of authentication:
one might need a user’s Member ID, another
will need their email address. Solutions set
in place to stitch them all together into a
Frankensteinian creation just add complexity to
an already complex situation.
This system has been growing in complexity
for years with little to no oversight. Just like
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that more people are accessing their
institution’s subscribed content off site. For
example, it fails to work correctly when a
student or faculty member attempts to gain
access from home on a computer not associated
with the university’s system.

a crawling vine that has gone untended,
authentication options for institutions today
have grown into a convoluted and interwoven
mass. What NISO is recommending is no less
than a pruning of the current options.

“The recommendation is for a
single, simple, easy
to use, and easy to
implement solution
that fits most
authentication
situations.”

The (Recommended) Solution
NISO’s stated main goal, to “provide users with
a consistent experience across a multitude of
sites and situations,” is in response to a growing
group of disaffected users that are forced to
jump through a variety of hoops in order to
access content that they have purchased. The
recommendation is for a single, simple, easy to
use, and easy to implement solution that fits
most authentication situations. NISO highlights
five steps necessary to reach this goal. Three
steps are focused on phasing out the current
practices while two deal with implementing
a more flexible, consistent, and long-term
solution.
Step 1: Reduce dependence on IP-based authentication at the service provider. This first step is a
necessary one; IP authentication is antiquated
and rapidly reaching obsolescence due to usage
trends. More importantly, this authentication is
handled by each service provider (i.e., an online
site where access control is practiced) independently, so if an institution has a subscription
to three content sites it will need to share its
IP information to all three. NISO sees this as an
unnecessary duplication of effort and wants to
phase it out.
However, this step represents the biggest hurdle
to the industry, because most institutional
authentication is handled with IP addresses.
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“Standardsbased federated
authentication
moves the burden
of authentication
away from
individual service
providers to a
separate server
containing
user account
information
called an identity
provider.”

Additionally, several standard library tools
are predicated on authentication being done
through IP addresses. For example, several
hosting platforms generate COUNTER-compliant
usage reports for libraries by comparing the
library’s IP addresses on record against the
requests made to the server(s).
Step 2: Eliminate user authentication at the service
provider. This step is very similar to the first step,
in this case the main benefit is to phase out the
concept that each service provider is a completely separate entity and that it must maintain
its own user lists and authentication methods.
This is another common practice that creates an
environment where users are presented with a
confusing process to access what should be a
connected set of sites.
Step 3: Implement a standards-based federated
authentication. This step is the main focus
on the entire recommendation—now that we
have broken down authentication handled by
the service providers we should replace it with
a standards-based federated authentication.
This type of authentication moves the burden
of authentication away from individual service
providers to a separate server containing user
account information called an identity provider.
This server’s only role is to authenticate users
and communicate their identities back to service providers.

Not only does the use of federated authentication
solve a variety of problems with current
authentication methods, it also adds value by
allowing us to create a larger system out of
previously independent sites.
Step 4: Consolidate the SSO solution into a
consistent and easy to understand user experience. NISO does not just advocate a federated authentication model. They also want us
to focus on the overall user experience. NISO
knows that implementing a strong SSO system
is only part of the solution; it will only be used
if users are not confused or frustrated by it. That
is why they focus a large portion of the recommendation on the user experience for a variety
of situations. There are several suggestions to
create a consistent user experience across the
entire system. For instance, they recommend
that the various service providers all position
the login link to the identity provider in the
same location on each site. They also strongly
suggest that a user should get visual feedback
as they move through the process in order to
avoid confusion. NISO breaks the process down
into steps, and suggestions are made on how to
brand, describe, and provide help for users for
each step.
Step 5: Continue support for older, hybrid models
during the transition. The preceding four steps
are a monumental shift in the way we do business. The implementation process for some organizations will be a long and complicated process;
we cannot just flip a switch and implement these
changes. It is given that some of us are going
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This distributed
method of
authentication
allows an
organization to

set up one identity provider and link it to
multiple service providers. An example is a
society that links their membership information
to an identity provider and connects their
peer review and journal sites to it. When a user
visits the peer review site and tries to access
a restricted page, he is routed to the identity
provider to log in. If he succeeds, he is routed
back to the peer review site, along with a
predetermined “key” that not only uniquely
identifies him for the peer review system but
also for the online journal site as well. So if he
decides to visit the journal site later he is already
logged into that system as well.
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The Basics Behind NISO’s ESPReSSO Recommendation

In conclusion, this recommendation is not going to
be easy to implement; there are a lot of challenges
to get this working in the manner that NISO
proposes. There are a number of Security Assertion
Markup Language (SAML) implementations
available, and although ESPReSSO cites this fact as
an advantage, it presents a significant challenge

technovations

for service providers who are asked to support
multiple federated authentication methods.
That said, there are compelling market trends
and usability issues with the current practices
that dictate that we give serious consideration
to NISO’s recommendations. It is important to
be prepared to meet the changing needs of our
institutional subscribers.
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to implement change faster than others. In the
meantime we must continue to support the older,
“hybrid” styles of authentication.

The full ESPReSSO document is available online at
http://www.niso.org/workrooms/sso. 

Elizabeth Kanost, Editor, Center for Education Testing and Evaluation, University of Kansas

Figshare: Making Science Social
It was only a matter of time before scientific publishing
entered the online world of social media. Figshare, a new
online database for scientific researchers to share and
access research for free, is a bit like Facebook and YouTube
combined. Users can upload all types of file formats within
seconds for others to view, comment on, and share.
Registration with Figshare is free and includes unlimited
public storage and 1 GB of private storage. You can also
browse the site without registering. Registered users can
create profiles that link to all of their research posts and
document their academic profiles, making it easy for
researchers with common interests to connect and share
information. Soon these profiles will allow users to perform
collaborative research by sharing files in a common space
publicly or privately, similar to Google Docs.
The site is particularly useful for types of data that are often
relegated to supplemental material, such as videos. All files
types are supported and easy to upload and access from
anywhere using the site’s secure, cloud-based storage system.
Researchers are also encouraged to publish negative data
and share their unpublished results, a rarity in conventional
scientific publishing. Additionally, all uploaded files can be
edited or deleted at any time by the author.

Figshare, which is based in London, is funded by Digital
Science, an international technology company with the
mission of expediting scientific research. Digital Science
and Figshare represent the growing circle of authors and
publishers committed to free, open access publishing. The
trend has caught on quickly. The site currently has users from
Harvard, Johns Hopkins, Stanford, Yale, and Cambridge.
Why use a tool like Figshare rather than a traditional
publishing platform? Increased access to and citation of
data can help promote your research and increase your
exposure in the scientific community. Figshare’s inclusion of
all file types and negative and unpublished data also helps
expand the wealth of scientific knowledge, which ultimately
benefits us all.
Curious? Visit figshare.com to browse current research and
start your profile today. 

All files on Figshare are protected with Creative Commons
licensing, which enables easy and efficient access while
allowing researchers to maintain ownership of their work.
Users can easily find and cite relevant materials they might
otherwise have difficulty accessing.
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Interested in Pinterest? Answers to a Few Key Questions
What is Pinterest?
Pinterest is one of the most buzzed about
social networking sites on the internet
right now. It works like an online bulletin
board, allowing users to “pin” visual links
to interesting articles, pictures, quotations,
or projects found online. Like other
social networking sites, people can like,
comment, follow, and “re-pin” content.

Why is Pinterest important to me?
Pinterest’s unique visitors increased from
around 700,000 in May 2011 to almost 20
million in May 2012, making it the third
most popular social network (behind
Facebook and Twitter). The growth of
Pinterest gives companies the potential
to increase and diversify their subscriber/
member bases and drive more traffic to
their sites.
It’s true that hobby and craft content
continues to reign on Pinterest, but mixed
in among the boards of cute puppies,
recipes, and DIY projects are boards
created and managed by companies
and non-profit organizations using
the exponential growth of Pinterest
to increase traffic to their website,
publications, or online store.

Is Pinterest a fit for my
publication/organization?
Content on Pinterest is lifestyle focused,
very visual, and fosters a sense of
community. If your publication has lots
of compelling visual content, Pinterest
could be a great addition to your social
networking offerings.
Each pin serves as a visual link, directing
users back to the site on which the image
originated. This model drives traffic back
to your website and has the potential of
winning new members/subscribers to
diversify your traditional base.
Pinterest isn’t a good fit for every
publication. Hobby and trade publications
have traditionally had more success
with this type of medium than STM
publications. However, many scholarly
publications have built-in communities of
like-minded people, so you may want to
consider promoting your organization and
its activities rather than (or in addition to)
your publication(s). Consider the goals
and values your organization promotes,
whether your focus is research/education,
community action, professional
development, or connecting individuals

with a special interest, Pinterest offers
another venue for spreading the word.
Consider some of the following ideas for
Pinterest boards and pins:
• Vintage covers and advice
• Pictures and videos from recent
meetings or other activities
• Products useful for your audience or
products containing your brand
• Calls to action, for instance, writing
legislators about a specific issue related
to your organizations goals
• Infographics to help explain important
concepts
• Charts and graphs to share interesting
statistics
• Gift ideas appropriate for individuals
who share your organization’s interests
• Pictures linked to stories about
your organization’s members
or individuals
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On August 17, Vanessa Aldrich, Account Management, left Allen Press for Rēzekne, the
seventh largest city in Latvia, 5,074 miles away from Lawrence, KS. Vanessa was recently
awarded the prestigious Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship grant, which will allow her
to live in Rēzekne for at least ten months to teach high school and university-level English
while serving as a cultural ambassador for the United States. Almost half of Rēzekne speaks
Russian, so Vanessa’s Russian language skills and previous travels in the Ukraine
and Russia will serve her well, as will her experience as an assistant
teacher at the Plymouth Language Program here in Lawrence.
Vanessa has been a Production Assistant in the Account
Management department since August 2010 and
is known for her sense of humor, her desktop
Russian doll collection, and her attention to detail. Vanessa will be dearly
missed and we wish her the best of luck on her next adventure! 
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Congratulations to Fulbright Grant Recipient Vanessa Aldrich
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Some terrific examples from non-profit
organizations that are using Pinterest to
promote their goals/values can be found
here: http://mashable.com/2012/02/24/
pinterest-non-profits/.

Pinterest etiquette cautions against blatant
self-promotion, which forces us to think
beyond typical marketing strategies. While
the community is diverse, pinners are all
looking for basically the same thing: a
way to improve or enlighten their lifestyle.
Keep your pins informative, educational,
and helpful and save the “subscribe or join
now” marketing for your websites.

How do I use Pinterest?

What are the drawbacks?

Promote your Pinterest boards on your
website and other social networking sites
and add “Pin It!” and “Pinterest” buttons
to your website or digital magazine. The
“Pinterest” button will link directly to your
Pinterest boards, and the “Pin It!” button
will allow anyone to pin your content
directly from your website ensuring the
pin will link back. Users can pin content
without the “Pin It!” button, but without
the button the pin may not link back to
the original source.

Currently there is a lot of online discussion
about copyright and Pinterest. Pinterest’s
copyright policy is vague; review it before
you begin pinning, and make sure it falls
in line with your own policy.

©iStockphoto.com/Floortje

who have been helped by your
organization’s efforts; these could also
link to fundraising information

Enlist someone to curate
your boards. Chances are you
already have employees or
members who are spending time on
Pinterest; ask them to pin content,
create and monitor boards, etc.

Any site that allows user-generated
content has the potential for comments
to spiral out of control. Monitor the
site closely and have a policy in place
for dealing with comments. Make sure
that your policies for comments from
subscribers/members, employees, and the
general public are clear and concise, and
ensure your employees know them.

pin and comment at least every 2 or
3 days to stay visible.

Conclusion
Pinterest has a “fad factor” right now
and a format that seems tailor-made for
engaging audiences. It will not be a fit
for every organization, but could become
a marketing mainstay like Facebook or
Twitter. Scholarly organizations could
benefit from this virtually untapped
market. As with all social media tools, it
is important to focus on the tools that
appeal to your audience. Most of us
don’t have the resources to develop a
strong presence on every available social
media platform, so find out where your
members are spending their time and
start there. 

Pinterest requires a time investment.
Pinners will lose interest if the content is
not updated frequently, it is imperative to

For additional resources, check out the online version
of this article at http://bit.ly/POT5Dd, or snap this tag
with your smartphone using the free Microsoft Tag
Reader app at http://gettag.mobi

views and reviews
2012 Study of Subscription Prices for Scholarly Society Journals

By Kodi Tillery,
Marketing Manager,
Allen Press, Inc.
Edited by
Melanie Dolechek

2012 Study of Subscription Prices
for Scholarly Society Journals
Historical Price Trends

Allen Press has released its annual study on scholarly journal
pricing titled 2012 Study of Subscription Prices for Scholarly
Society Journals. The study has evolved as a result of the
current economic climate and the changing nature of
scholarly publishing.
The data summarizes historical prices over the past two
years from approximately 220 publications appearing in the
Allen Press Buyer’s Guide to Scientific, Medical, and Scholarly
Journals™. We also surveyed more than 20 society and
association publishers about pricing trends and future plans
for their publications.
A new component of the study provides an overview of
the challenges facing libraries that may potentially affect

2012

scholarly publishers. This
includes insights into how
libraries make purchasing
and cancellation
decisions in the 21st
century. In addition,
we report on industry
trends pertaining to
content distribution and
subscription models.

As the economy is slowly recovering, librarians and publishers continue to search
for a new approach to take during a time of change and uncertainty in the scholarly

“The average
increase in
2012 dropped,
more than a full
percentage point
below the average,
to less than 6%.”

publishing industry. Budget cuts have become inevitable, forcing publishers to
restrategize and libraries to make even tougher purchasing decisions. Technological
advances continue to rapidly progress, affecting how information is disseminated and
consumed. As a result, the industry is also being forced to reexamine subscription
models and the intensified significance of pricing structures.
The impact is significant, and the implications are being felt by all. This conclusion
becomes obvious simply by taking a look at subscription prices. How have they changed?
The following is a review of scholarly journal price trends during the past two years. The
data presented summarize historical prices of approximately 220 publications appearing
in the Allen Press Buyer’s Guide to Scientific, Medical, and Scholarly Journals™ as well as
more than 20 society/association publishers surveyed about their journal(s) pricing.
Since 1989, prices for US society journals have increased 7.3% on average annually.
During 2010–2011, average price increases hovered slightly above the historical average.
However, the average increase in 2012 dropped, more than a full percentage point
below the average, to less than 6% (Fig 1). This was the first time since 1995 that average
increases for US journals fell below 6%.

Figure 8 on pages 5 and 13 has been revised as of 08/17/12.

1

The free publication is
now available on the Allen Press website at http://allenpress.
com/resources/education/jps. A printed copy can be
requested through the website. 
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